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In This IssueCas Protospacer Decoded
WANG ET AL., PAGE 840
The structure of the Cas1-Cas2-DNA complex reveals the dual-forked nature of
the protospacer — the invading DNA sequence selected by Cas1 and Cas2 —
and explains how its sequence and length are determined.A Structural Core for Low Complexity
XIANG ET AL., PAGE 829
A chemical footprinting method reveals that polymers of low-complexity
domains exhibit similar cross-b structure in hydrogels, liquid-like droplets,
and in nuclei of mammalian cells, suggesting a common underlying structural
basis.Cascade Effects
REDDING ET AL., PAGE 854
Single-molecule analysis of the bacterial Cascade complex reveals how two distinct Cas pathways are engaged based on
the presence or absence of PAM sequences in the DNA target, providing insights into how the CRISPR machinery adapts
to mutations that allow foreign DNA to escape immunity.Microtubules Mismanage Broken Chromosomes
LOTTERSBERGER ET AL., PAGE 880
Increased chromatinmobility at double-stranded break sites ismediated by nuclear envelope-associated proteins andmicro-
tubule dynamics, contributing to aberrant DNA repair.Steroid Release on Steroids
YAMANAKA ET AL., PAGE 907
The Drosophila hormone ecdysone is released from cells through calcium-regulated vesicle trafficking, suggesting that
steroid hormone release may be an active process rather than simple diffusion across the membrane.Decorated Histone Veterans
XIE ET AL., PAGE 920
During stem cell division, a transient phosphate modification on histone H3 distinguishes pre-existing and newly synthesized
histones and is required for the asymmetric segregation of sister chromatids—one enriched with new histones, the other
with old.Polytene Bands = TAD
EAGEN ET AL., PAGE 934
Equating polytene bands with topologically associating domains (TADs) in
interphase nuclei reveals two stable forms of folded chromatin within euchro-
matic regions of diploid cells that are distinct from more highly structured
heterochromatin.Springing Out of Shape
CHIARUTTINI ET AL., PAGE 866
A component of the ESCRT-III membrane fission machinery self-organizes into
spiral springs that trigger membrane deformation when released.Cell 163, November 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 775
Peroxisomes on Noise Patrol
DELMAGHANI ET AL., PAGE 894
Hypervulnerability to sound exposure in humans and mice with pejvakin muta-
tions results from reduced adaptive proliferation of peroxisomes in response to
the oxidative stress caused by loud sounds.A TAD-bit to the Right
HU ET AL., PAGE 947
Chromosomal domains demarcated by CTCF and cohesin binding constrain
RAG-mediated recombination and support a linear tracking model where
breaks at defined motifs occur in a convergent orientation.Endometriosis: The Beta Version
HAN ET AL., PAGE 960
Estrogen receptor b (ERb) interacts with the cytoplasmic apoptotic machinery and the inflammasome complex to promote
endometriosis—a significant cause of infertility.Aire’s Heir
TAKABA ET AL., PAGE 975
To promote immunological self-tolerance, Fezf2 directly regulates transcription of tissue-restricted antigen genes in the
thymus, where it functions independent of the known self-tolerance regulator, Aire.m6A Coping Mechanism
MEYER ET AL., PAGE 999
N6-methyladenosine (m6A) modification is selectively increased in the 50 UTR of mRNAs during cellular stress to promote
translation initiation through a mechanism that does not require the 50 cap or cap-binding proteins.A Fine Look at Primary Prostate Cancer
SCHULTZ ET AL., PAGE 1011
Molecular analysis of 333 primary prostate carcinomas reveals substantial heterogeneity andmajor subtypes among patients,
as well as potentially actionable lesions valuable for clinical management of the disease.A Check on Cardiomyocyte Proliferation
ALKASS ET AL., PAGE 1026
Contrary to a recent report suggesting that a preadolescent burst of cardiomyo-
cyte proliferation promotes heart growth, new evidence indicates that cardio-
myocyte number expansion appears limited to the neonatal period, with
cardiomyocyte hypertrophy likely accounting for the increase in the heart size.Protective Fingerprints
CHUNG ET AL., PAGE 988
Systems serology reveals unique vaccine-induced ‘‘fingerprints,’’ highlighting
potential markers of protection against HIV and providing a powerful method
for comparing candidate vaccines.Cell 163, November 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Inc. 777
